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Goals Set For College Lobby
Massive letter writing
became a major activity of
Sue
Harlan,
ASUOP
president, this past summer
as she set out to develop a
student lobby to represent
private colleges in California.
The letters, containing
information about lobbies and
questions about finances,
were sent to 43 schools with the
purpose of "seasoning" them
with the idea of a student
lobby.
U C LOBBY

Parking - What's the ticket?

Parking Problem
Plagues Pacific
How many times were you
late to class this week because
it took you longer than
expected to find a place to
park? Perhaps you were
clever or desperate enough to
make your own space. Some
faculty members and students
are threatening to bring
brushes and yellow paint to
campus ... a make-it-yourself
parking lot.
According to Finance
Center records, over 950
students purchased parking
permits during the first week
)1 the semester, and nearly
2500 parking permits are sold
Jach year. About 400 faculty
"nembers have permanent
marking permits.
1300 VEHICLES
Chief Smith of the
University of the Pacific
security Office has estimated
hat facilities on campus can
) n ly
accommodate 1300
'ehicles.
He added that a 100-space
marking facility has been
'ecently completed on the
lorth side of the Calaveras
liver, near the tennis courts.
parking permits are
equired
there, but the
distance
from
car
to
lassroom is a little longer.
Development of a new
arking lot on the west side of
Inoles Field is in progress
'ccordingto Smith.

Alternative transpor
tation methods include horses
and bicycles (two of either will
fit in one designated auto
space). The latter method has
been risky in the past due to
the many thefts, (two or three
bicycles per day have been
stolen). However, since new
registration procedures were
initiated last semester, 75
percent fewer bicycles have
been stolen from the campus.
GRACE PERIOD

The campus security
officers issue 50 to 75 citations
each day that classes are in
session.
Pacific students have'
insisted on the two-week
Grace Period for obtaining
permits. During this period it
is now difficult to distinguish
between autos that do and
those that do not belong to
UOP affiliates.
The Security Office has
volunteered to issue parking
permits for the Finance
Center. This faster system
will facilitate a shorter grace
period, and illegal parkers
would be discouraged early
each semester according to
Smith.
Vehicles without current
parking permits displayed
properly will be cited starting
September 24.

The private college lobby
will be formed after the UC
lobby. Basically, we will be
arguing for the same things,
among which are landlordtenant laws to discuss student
tenants' rights and responsi
bilities, equal access to pri, vate schools for all who are
qualified,
insurance
that
student needs are recognized
in any law, a budget
committee to discuss student
perceptions of school needs,
and protection of the rights,
and encouragement of the
participation of student
voters.
STUDENT PARTICIPATION

The lobby will also work
for student participation in the
drafting of a master plan for
higher education, including
provisions for day — care
centers on college campuses
so that both men and women
have greater access to higher
education, promotion of public
meetings of Assembly and
Senate Committees and sub
committees
and
other
attempts to open up the
legislative process to all
California
citizens.
In
addition to these concerns
common to both the UC and
private school lobbies, the
lobby set up by Sue will work
on the initiative to lower the
drinking age in California.
After the original letterwriting campaign, Sue sent
five students to Sacramento
the day before the Assembly
met, carrying with them fact
sheets concerning the new
lobby and its interests. These
five students also had the job
of talking to as many
assemblymen as possible
about the bills to show the
student concern.
LOBBY CHAIRMEN

Later in the organization
of the lobby, ten chairmen will
be selected from UOP to be put
in charge of five other schools

to advertise the lobby and its
progress.
Selection ol a
lobbyist is also in the near
future as the ten chairmen will
review each other and select a
spokesman for the lobb^ who

will in turn receive $650 a
month.
Miss Harlan also hopes to
buy a house in Sacramento to
be run by a graduate student
so that each school in the lobby
5 will have a place tb stay and to
[ discuss their affairs, while in
r Sacramento
conducting
n business. Whe also wants to
= have a director of political
| affairs to later work directly
out of Sacramento, hopefully
for which he will receive
academic credit
Sue's goal is to have things
going by the January session
of the legislature.
"It's
far-fetched maybe, but this is
our goal."

Pres. Sue Harlan

I&l Termed 'Relevant'
By Class Of 11
The I & I program may be
controversial among upperclassmen, but not among the
n_ew Freshman Class. After
the first week of classes, the
majority of freshmen are
excited about the
Imag
ination
and
Innovation
program at U.O.P. The basicreason for this enthusiasm is
the creative new approach to
learning.
"The classes that are
offered in I & I are relevent to
today's problems. The fact
that they are diversified gives
the student a chance to
experiment before jumping
into a major," says Meg
Peterson, a freshman in
C.O.P. These feelings seem to
typify the feelings of in
decision and confusion most
freshmen have when thrust
into the college scene for the
first time.
PASS/FAIL
Another innovative facet
of the program is the pass/fail
grading system. All classes
are pass/fail unless specially
requested by the student.
When asked if this was a ploy
by the University to keep
students from transferring,
the majority felt it wasn't.
"With the pass/fail system, a
student can take a difficult
course without fear of a bad
grade, whereas he might
otherwise shy away, and take
an easier, but more boring
class," saicKCarol Sexton,
another C.O.P. freshman.

Though the I & I has lost
favor with the Upperclassmen, it appears as
though the freshmen have
renewed faith in the program.

Rev. Williams
To Open
Forum Talks
On September 25th at 8: 00
p.m. in the Raymond Great
Hall, Cecil Williams will speak
for the Forum on National Pri
orities. The Reverend Wil
liams is Minister and Direc
tor of Glide Memorial Church
on San Francisco.
Mr. Williams has partici
pated in many movement
rallies, including the mobil
ization to Stop the War in
Berkeley, the Martin Luther
King Lectures, the United
Farm Workers Rally, and the
Ecology Rally Earth Day in
Berkeley. He has made num
erous TV appearances and has
been interviewed by such pub
lications as Ebony, Holiday
and Focus. He has published
the following books: A Student
Guide to College Language,
and Non-Establishment Black
Religion.

Mr. Williams is a very
dynamic, well-spoken man
and is sure to give an inter
esting talk.

beptemoer zi,wj
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Japanese Culture Attracts
Callisoit Students

Callison College has re an academic prospect.
This year the Japan pro
planted her overseas roots
gram
offers a four month,
into the new and perhaps more
"three
track", study plan
fertile grounds of the Orient
Rueben Smith, Provost of after the two-and-a-half week
Callison College, stated that travel break. The student may
the college soon hoped to in elect any one of the following
clude a Chinese studies pro plans:,
1. Study regular college
gram elsewhere in the East.
courses
at a Japanese Uni
As a new group leaves,
almost forty students who par versity.
2
Take & business,
ticipated in Callison's first
fishing,
farming,
etc. intern
overseas study program m
Japan returned to campus this ship which incorporates a
fall. Enriched with the wealth local homestay.
3. Study Japanese cultural
of Japanese culture, each
student sensed an intangible arts in the Kyoto area.
In the Spring the students
inner metamorphosis stem
will
travel to S
ming from a new prospective
In the Spring the students
on life.
will travel to Sophia Univer
Callison
grows
on,
sity in Tokyo to attend special
however, by learning from the
classes. These classes are de
weaknesses of last year's pro
signed to capstone the
gram and by building a new
previous lour month's prac
program flexible enough to in
tical
experience,
by
corporate each student,
answering questions and by
motivate his interest and
climax his experiences from posing new ones.

Students explore adventures in dining at Callison.

'So Get Up And Get Away'
...From UOP Dining Halls
Something's burning in
the cafeteria, and it isn't food!
It is the majority of students
eating in the University of the
Pacific's dining halls.
Many students feel the
decline of tasty, filling meals
is a boon for Mc Donald's!
"Does Director of Food Ser
vices, Paul Fairbrooks, have
stock in Big Syd's" is a fami
liar, puzzling topic.

complaints concern poorly
cooked, bland, tasteless main
dishes. Although the amounts
are understandably limited,
the lack of concern in pre
paration is the main gripe.
Suggestions for general
improvement included pur
chasing
less expensive
vegetables
and
meat.
Vegetarians in Grace Covell
Hall desire more prepared

I SCHOOL SPECIAL!
HAMBURGER
PLUS SOFT DRINK
ALL FOR

490

ALL FOR

490

BIG SYD'S
4227 PACIFIC

meals; even cottage chees
gets monotonous! Brunchej
are being attacked for lackin
the lunch portion of the word
A "munchies" bar lor lat
night hunger pangs was
thought since most student
were tiring of hiking out t
local concessions in the darl
Although many student
complain of quality, thei
have been few grumbles aboi
quantity. Those who ai
hungry after firsts hai
developed
ways to ct
seconds!
Others,
main
female, are praying for anil
cream shortage for tl
salvation of diets.
The "food shortage" isr
the issue at Pacific. It
quality. With all of yoi
sayings,
Mr. Fairbrool
don't you know the quick«
way to a student's heart?
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$$$ Student Credit Made Easy $$$
Your gas gauge says
'empty', so you pull into the
nearest station and tell the
attendant to "Fill 'er up."
You reach for your wallet and
suddenly
remember
you
loaned your roommate your
last five. The attendant says
"$4.29, sir." You stammer,
trying to explain. The atten
dant looks disgusted - "Do you
have a credit card?"
STUCK
If you are the average stu
dent, you're stuck. Unless
Daddy has oblingingly handed
you a major credit card to use
while you are away from
home, the only form of pay
ment available to you is cash.
Credit is a convenience that
you are denied.
Establishment of credit,
an important process in to
day's society, is foundby most
students to be extremely diffi
cult. Without a credit rating,
most businesses refuse to give
credit, and a person who has
never had credit doesnot have
a credit rating. There are
ways, however, to get around
this Catch 22.
BEGINNERS
For beginners, the bank is
the best starting place for es
tablishing credit. Open a
checking account, and, if
possible, a savings account at
the same bank. If you have
$100 to put in savings, rather
than depositing the entire sum
to begin with, it would be best
to deposit it at the rate of $10or
$20 at a time over a period of a
few weeks. Then if the bank is
called on later as a reference,
they will see that you have
consistantly added to your
savings account, and have not
overdrawn your checking ac
count, and report that your

Up-Coming Plans
Of Model U.N.
To Be Announced
Pacific's Model United
Nations Association is to host
a reception/reunion Wednes
day evening, September 26, at
7:00 p.m., in the Gold Room of
Anderson Hall. Chris Madsen, MUN Association presi
dent, has announced that the
purpose of the occasion is to
provide information for stu
dents interested in partici
pating in the MUN program
this school year. It is an open
reception for all interested
students. Also, it will serve as
a reunion for returning mem
bers of the stall-secretariat
from last year's highly suc
cessful Model U.N. of the Far
West, which was hosted by
UOP.

financial
position
seems
stable.
With that behind you, the
next step is acquiring the
actual
account.
Jewelry
stores and finance companies
are generally thought to be the
easiest businesses through
which to get that vital first
account. Locally, such stores
as Zales, Roger's and GenslerLee do not require a credit
reference in most cases.
LOANS
If wrist watches and
electric shavers don't interest •
you, consider taking out a
small loan with a finance com
pany. Although a cosigner is

often required, finance com
panies do not require that you
spend the money on any par
ticular item. Larger busi
nesses with stricter credit
regulations will respond affir
matively to the knowledge
that you faithfully made the
payments on the account with
any of these businesses.
Some other local shops,
such as Katten-Marengo, are
willing to "take a chance"
with students. A student witha
part-time job and a goodback
ground can usually obtain an
account, as can almost any
student whose parents are
willing to co-sign the account.

"Young Adults"
Don Mitchell, assistant
manager of Sear's Roebuck
credit
department
in
Stockton, admits that Sears
has strict credit policies, but
outlines a few basic do's and
don'ts for prospective credit
applicants. "Stability is the
most important thing,"
Mitchell states. Sears has a
"Young Adults" credit pro
gram which asks some
specific questions about such
things as car and life
insurance, savings and check
ings accounts, and monthly
board and room costs. With a
good background, Sears will

Beat the numbers...
The world's first calculators that challenge
computers and fit into your pocket.
Are you spending too much time solving prob
lems the old-fashioned way-with slide rule,
ordinary calculator or paper and pencil?

forms register and vector arithmetic. And the
HP-80 is pre-programmed with 3 dozen financial
functions.

Solve problems in seconds, with one of the
same calculators used by professionals in your
field—the HP-35 Scientific Pocket Calculator,
the HP-45 Advanced Scientific Pocket Calcu
lator, or the HP-80 Business Pocket Calculator.

Right now, an HP calculator can help you get
better grades, because it...

Hewlett-Packard calculators give you more pow
er, more accuracy, more storage registers and
more features than ordinary calculators. For
example, the HP-35 giVes you up to 10 digit
accuracy, a floating decimal point, and a range
of 200 decades (10~99 to 1099). The HP-45 also
gives you automatic conversions, offers you a
choice of fixed or scientific notation, and per

• SAVES TIME in solving problems—just press
the keys!
• GUARANTEES ACCURACY for fewer mistakes
• OFFERS COMPUTER-LIKE POWER (no wait
ing for school machine)
• REPLACES TABLES AND PAPER-AND-PENCIL CALCULATIONS
• OPERATES SILENTLY foi use in classroom,
library or dorm
• GOES ANYWHERE (fits in pocket or purse;
weighs but 9 ounces)

COME IN TODAY FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION of the complete line of
Hewlett-Packard pocket calculators

University Bookstore
U.O.P. Campus

ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES
Free Delivery and Gift Wrap

HEWLETT^ PACKARD

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

Sales, service and support in 172 centers in 65 countries

BRIDAL REGISTRY

open a limited credit account
for a student, without the
otherwise necessary credit
rating. If the account re
quirements are upheld, the
limits are gradually lifted.
Once you have esta
blished credit, it is important
to use it occasionally to uphold
your rating. It is equally
important that when you
receive the billing you pay it
promptly. If you can establish
yourself as a responsible
person now, it will save time
and embarassment when the
day comes that you really
need credit, even if that time is
years ahead of you.
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Winter Term

Food Quality and Students
. i:
<inrl ;
I

Although te
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tvarious°<din<ingChalls

around

The Winter term bulletin
lists a number of courses to be
taught in Europe or else
where outside the U.S. Due to
the brilliant defense oi the
dollar conducted by the
administration, we lace some those who do not require more than a mimrna amount of meat
and other solids. However, for the six foot, two inch college
severe problems. In those
athlete or anyone else who enjoys a full meal, this has become
cases where reliable figures
have been pulled together
about costs of tours, the prices ^^T^queSn was posed to several students dining in
range from horrendous to Grace Covell's ' 'mess'' hall as to how they reacted to the new
science-fiction monster-size.
Strange as it may seem, it
c'asey^Clenfence- "Since we are paying more for room and
is not all beer and skittles (or
board that students at any other college, public or private, ,
gas and gaiters) organizing
thanf'vp seen I kind of wonder.
trips like this. It is an im Jim Ehlers- "The quantity of food is not up to the essentials re
mense amount of work.
quired for my growing mind and body. In other words,
Additionally, if a tour is not
going to go, we need time to or JanetGiphant- "The quantity is less, and the quality is faJ
ganize another worthwhile
worse than last year.
project for Winter term.
Bob Niles-"One round's enough for me!
1. If there is a tour you
Madeline Maechler- "They don't replace the food when it s
want, find out if you can afford
gone, which is different from last year."
it (My basic price for the 5
Sam Burg- "The quantity is good enough due to the fact that
weeks will be $980.00 and I'm
the quality doesn't render the need lor seconds.
afraid you should fetch along
Gavin Martinez- "The quantity is slightly under the standai d
$400 for meals other than
of living."
... „c
breakfast, side trips, and Kent Murtland- "It could be better. I mean, one spoonlul
general expenses, etc.
hash browns and two sausages...
2. Contact the Professor
John Lange- "The portions are so small that even the rats go
concerned, preferably pesonto MacDonalds."
ally or, failing that by note,
Lynn Merrick- "It's hard enough to get up for the iirst
immediately if not sooner, as
serving."
. ,
of September 30. (If I haven't
Mike Ellison- "As long as you're not desperately hungry, it s
enough people, I intend to
cancel, and others may, too.)
Henry Hossfeld- "They call it tight. MORE! I like quantity, or
In sum. if you want these
quality, and I think I'm getting screwed."
trips to happen, get cracking.
David Burke
Raymond College
In recent years, an over-supply of man power hascreated
some major problems the field of employment. Who would
have thought ten years ago that today we would have
The FOOD AND DRUG
teachers, engineers, physicists and other highly trained indi
ADMINISTRATION
has
viduals unemployed, or working in positions other than those
shown a great deal of interest
of which they are skilled? Although-no major problem has
in the materials and foods we
arisen yet, there is a possibility of an oversupply of
consume. They have con
pharmacists. The enrollment of students in the field of
ducted eloquent experiments
pharmaceutical studies is on the rapid increase.
~
to prove how harmful certain
To maintain the correct ratio of pharmacists, it is
compounds are to us. Unfor
estimated that 24,035 graduates are needed over the next five
tunately, their methods have
year period, but the figures also show that 24,692 graduates
proved a little too zealous to be
are expected over that same period of time. These figures
realistic. Nevertheless, cyclashow that the supply of registered pharmacists is slowl)
mates, aspirin and a whole
starting to outweigh the demand. Over a longer period o!
host of other compounds have
time, the figures show that the supply far outweighs th<
come under the scrutiny of the
demand. The question now raised is, what is to be done t<
FDA, and many have been
meet this rising supply?
banned. It leaves one to
It is known that the health care in the United States is oi
wonder where they might
the decline. Physicians are beginning to feel the strain of thj
strike again.
general public's needs for medical care. A distribution of th<
Warning!
public's health care needs could be the answer. This wold no
The Food and Drug only lighten the burden on the physician, but also create an in
Administration has strong crease in the demand of trained pharmacists. The schools an
reason to believe that the dye now beginning to touch these areas. The answer could lie ii
in S & H Green stamps may the "Clinical Pharmacy" approach. Or. if nothing is done, tin
cause cancer, and that licking answer could lie in skilled pharmacists punching a casl
register in the neighborhood grocery store
as few as 9,468,582 stamps end
By GREG GERfl
to end will produce a lethal
dose. Unfortunately, they
have been unable to sub
stantiate their allegations
thus far as test subjects have
shown a strong tendency to
Dayna Petersen
succumb to starvation or old
Editor-in-Chief
age long before test levels
could be reached. However, to Stephen Smith
Ellen Powell
Entertainment Edito
News Editor
be on the safe side, the FDA
has decided to confiscate all Howard Fish
Gene Samuelson
books of green stamps under
Features Editor
Sports Editor
penalty of law. The cost of
Brian Sullivan
incinerating the books wouldf I Susan Harris
Photography Editor
Copy Editor
run into millions of dollars,
however. Since we must con |Nancy Wilson
Roxanne Fouche
Layout Editor
sider the taxpayer, it has been
Production Manage
decided to redeem the stamp
Pete Shepard
iane Merrill
books and buy fabulous gifts
Ci! culation

SSSsKfflSfflSi
35sss«»«s!gs

Hey! Louie! We Won!"

Gap
In Unity
ASUOP's plan to convert Anderson Dining Hall into a
recreational lounge Is » long-awaited neeeaeity. Convert
the hall into a meeting place for students is vital for Campus
The primary feature of the proposal is the inclusion oi a
delicatessen run by the local Fat City Restaurant. A g®nera|
store, supplying fruits, pre-packaged ioods, dairy goods and
sundry items, is also planned in the facility, k or recreation,
the renovation scheme calls for equipping Anderson Hall with
pin ball machines, pool tables and piped-in music.
Due to the existing facilities of the dining hall, the
Anderson project improvements are estimated at only $1000.
Director of Food Service, Paul Fairbfook, has indicated that
the food service budget could provide up to $800 ol the cost.
The remaining $200 could be financed by ASUOP or another
campus organization.
If the Anderson Hall project is implemented, completion
of the facility is expected by October. The full capacity oi
dormitories indicates a greater numberof students desire oncampus living. The lounge could meet the needs of students
now. while the University Center is under construction, and
furnish an atmosphere to draw campus life together. It will
also provide a central meeting place for oil-campus students
to interact with students living on-campus.
The benefits to students far exceed the cost ol the An
derson project. The renovation cost is minimal and the equip
ment purchases can be utilized in the University Center.
A large part of a student's college experience takes place
outside the classroom. The Anderson lounge would promote
student involvement with all levels and colleges ol the
University and facilitate the sharing of ideas which enhance
the total college experience.
"Diversity within unity" is a key phrase heard to
describe UOP. And yet, there is a gap among students which
discourages the mingling of this diversity. The Anderson Hall
project would help link together the variety of students that
comprise Pacific.
It is up to students to vocalize their support for the
Anderson lounge proposal to ASUOP immediately.
By DAYNA PETERSEN

Before the explosion of Watergate I tried to show the need!
for reform in the federal government through an overall aim
at a greater balance between the executive and legislative
branches of government. I took the stand that the imbalance
resulted from a combination of the refusal of the legislative
branch to acton important issues and thegrowth of a stronger
executive based on twentieth-century quick decision making.
I do wish to attack in this column, however, the not-socurrent trend to view issues of the day through a singular
approach. This is the simplistic way many Americans view
every problem and act accordingly. Labels and catchy
phrases have occupied the American political scene from the
beginning and are basically useless when it is time to analyze
a problenj.
Therefore, a column that aims at analysis has little use
for the "Madison Avenue" approach to political questions. I
will try to approach the problem head-on with no promise to
answers or insights into what is "right or wrong." We leave
those responsibilities to the reader.
Simply, we hope to give you the responsibility of being
wrong, hypocritical, or even, sometimes, right. You alone
will know. We will hide behind theblack and white characters
of words, in a~h attempt to offer information and even an
occasional opinion aimed-at encouraging you to asK the

Clinical Pharmacy

Food and Drug
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Improvements In Housing
Increases On-Campus Population

The Pacifican

Those students who spent were designed from former
success.
The
only
their first days of school living double and single rooms, and
disappointment has been that
in second floor dormitory feature both furnished and
lounges will no doubt be happy unfurnished settings to the many students, because of the
unexpected on-campus living
when they move into more students. There are presently
population, are iable to get
comfortable rooms, as the 62 students residing in the 47
the single rooms they
university
greeted
an
unexpected greater numberof
students last week.
According to Assistant
Director of Housing, Stan
Green, the problem of
overcrowding in the campus
dormitories should pretty
much be taken care of by this
weekend. Several students
found
themselves
taking
occupancy in dorm lounges, as
a result of limited living space
in rooms.
"These individuals will be
relocated into normal rooms
no later than the beginning of
next week," Green stated.
"The closure of North Hall as
living quarters and with
McConchie Hall hosting
fraternity members only (Phi
Delta Chi ) 104 bed spaces
were lost." He added that 99
per cent capacity of all
dormitories has been filled, a
situation which he termed
"very good."
Wemyss lounge provides temporary abode for student.
1,706 students are re
portedly living on campus this model rooms.
requested. All in all, there is
semester, as opposed to a fi
"The whole idea of the really no critical problem at
gure of 1,630 at the same time
last year. Green commented 'model program' was to the present regarding campus
housing, and with adjust
that a greater number of attract more students to live
ments
being made in the
upper division students on campus," Green said, "and
requested to live back on obviously it has been a great dorms, everything appears to
be settling down."
campus this semester and that
a number of these individuals
are still on the waiting list"
Although a number of
vacancies are expected to
JEWELERS
appear as the semester
progresses, Green remarked
on how very few cancellations
there have been thus far, as
compared to previous years.
Usually between mid-August
and the beginning of school we
have quite a few drops, but so
far this semester we have had
only half as many as last
semester," he asserted. "We
expected about the same
number of students to be living
on-campus as last semester
but instead there was an
increase of some 72 people."
Green claims that one of
the reasons there has been a
greater on-campus turnout is
the 'model room program
introduced last spring.'' These
accomodations provide both
suite and studio-type living
quarters
in
selected
_Wg_ries. The quarters

ZALES

WEST LANE
LIQUOR
CORNER OF WEST LANE
AND HARDING WAY

BEER • WINE
LIQUOR
FUNCTION PLANNING
Phone: 456-7803
Hours: Sun. to Thurs. 7 to 12:30
Fri. and Sat. 7 to.2:00

Phi Delta Chi poses with spirit at their new location.

Phi Delta Chi
Moves Off Campus
Placement of a fraternity
in a neighborhood setting
means an adjustment for its
members as well as neighbors
in the surrounding area.
Professional Pharmacy
Fraternity, Phi Delta Chi has
been moved to McConchie
Hall away from its previous
centrally located house, North
Hall.
"Growing pains of living

'TIMES

CHANGE

Only

in a new location involves
coming to an understanding
with university, community
and fraternity members,"
said
Dana
Anderson,
President of the fraternity.
Phi Delts are pleased with
the facilities in the new house.
The rooms are modern and
there is ample room to have
parties.

BUT YOUR NEEDS DON'T'

Four Blocks South of

Campus

Covenant Church
1720 Oxford Way
Worship Services at 8:30 and 11am
College Class at 9:45
7pm Body Life Service
8pm College Fellowship Groups
For More Information Call:

Rev. Vernon R. Kraft
UOP Alumnus . ph. 4M-S1H

GOOD NEWS!
NO FINANCE CHARGES on payments
made on time
You need a good typewriter right now, but you
don't have the cash, or you'd like to try it out
first? Right? Right!
_
.jt i
The solution: Rent a
brand new portable
from us, for only
f/ «

por

month

Graduate with Style.
Yours.
Class rings of your choice. 10 or 14 Karat Solid gold.
Choice of stone.
Student Accounts Invited
•-^ix convenient ways to buy.Zales Revolving Charge • Zales Custom Charge • BankAmericard
Master Charge • American Express • Layaway

WEBERSTOWN MALL

478-1726

All the rent will apply, no interest or carrying
charge. It is as simple as that.
Select just the model you want from the full line
of famous portable typewriters, on display now.

•tockton
lypewriter Co.
6465 PACIFIC '7E.

NORTH
NEXT TO PAY LESS

477-4465

Mon.-Thur. til 9 p.m. Sat. til <5 p.m.
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ASUOP Loan Store Lends
More Than A Hand

DANSE
returned equipment in the
past looked like it had been
riddled by one.
The Rent, Loan and Lease
Store has a $6000 budget over
two years and that s all
coming from our $75 ASUOP
fee; however, it is a nonprolit
organization.
Marlowe stated, "I think
considerir / the conditions
that the .< ore was started, it
has devf oped to almost its
maximum
potential,
and
serves the students as well as
possible."
Asked what his opinion of
the general attitude ol the
students ~ to his service,
Marlowe replied, "Unawareness.
Passing by the End Zone,
one can't help but lend his ears
LOAN EXPRESS
for a moment to the tunes
The ASUOP Rent, Loan coming out of the ASUOP
and Lease Store is located in Record Store. A Callison
and
leatherwork
one of the two railway cars student
along side the ASUOP office. specialist, Jim Leleber, is
Look lor ASUOP Loan manager of the store, and
claims that he has approxi
Express.
According
to
Steve mately $10,000 in inventory at
Marlowe, a junior at COP and this moment. He.'s working
manager of the store, the ob through live Bay Area dis
jectives behind the store was tributors and the categories of
to provide the students with his LP's (no 45's) consists of a
' anything it would be hard to good selection of popular al
bring with them, or have ac bums (Rock), the latest Jazz
(from mid-60's up to the
cess to (such as metric tools).
present), a fair selection of
classical music, and a fair to
Marlowe specializes in a
limited number of appliances poor selection of soul music.
(refrigerators), tools (metric Leleber will welcome the
and SAE), backpacking equip suggestions of any willing
ment, calculating and type souls in reference to this last
writing equipment, and loans category.
Leleber claimed, "In my
out the ASUOP van to organi
zations recognized by the opinion, in a general view, we
university. There is really an have the lowest prices and a
astonishing diversity of loan more complete inventory than
able items at no cost, in the majority of the record
cluding clothes irons, back stores in the Stockton area.
packing stoves, fishing rods, Our selection can always be
sleeping bags and more. .better, but for such to occur we
Fortunately there are no guns are going to need students to
rented although some of the come in and help."

By EDWARD
Can you imagine yourself
floundering in a two man raft
off the coast of the Bahamas in
mid-January
while
your
portable stereo emits the soul
snatching sounds of the Temp
tations? If your imagination is
weak after a couple of weeks
of strenuous menta 1 activity at
UOP, I might suggest the raft
exercise for real and here's
how.
The $37.50 that each of us
shakily
submitted
this
semester to ASUOP (that s
$75.00 annually) is partially
coming back to us in the iorm
of three nonprofit student
services available to all those
aware of such operations and
interested in travel, music,
camping or related fields.

iL

•

•

:

Butch Wax and his Glass Packs display "5o's" revival last weekend at U.O.P
Students benefit as there
is maximum 10% mark up
over the wholesale cost of
records.
There are also German,
English and French imported
records available in the Jazz,
Rock, Folk and Classical
music categories. Tapes are
not stocked but can be
specially ordered as can al
most all record possibilities
within his economic frame
work. Used albums are sold,
and credit on new albums
given for used albums in good
condition and sellable.
In an overall view of these
student services, one gets the
impression that in order for
the active function of ASUOP
in providing for student needs,
student participation is
definitely necessary, and be
coming AWARE is the first
step towards that valuable
participation.

I

mcipic Book,!

I

2314 PACIFIC AVE.

•

•'

i.

tfflewg

462-6616

Had A Good Rug Lately?
We have the cheapest prices in town.
Any size, type, or color available.
Come find out for yourself!

REMNANTS ONLY-Carpet,Tile, Linoleum

the Carpet Corner
MOVED
902

TO

A

NEW LOCATION

Waterloo
464-5707

Road

FOR THE BESF

New Members
Add Depth To
Speech Team
If
quantity has any
relationship to quality, this
year's forensic team should be
in good shape. There are ten
returning members and
fourteen new members.
The first tournaments for
the team are scheduled for
October 3-8, at the University
of Wyoming and Northern
Colorado College.

IN FOOD - BEBT
A PIZZA

With this coupon

$1.00 OFF
On Any Large
Combination Pizza

DINO'S

Closed Mon.
Tues.- Thurs. 11 A.M. -11 PH
Fri. - Sat. 11 A.M. »1 P.M.
Sun. 4 P.M. -10 P.M. i

478-4111
7555

PacificAvenue _

610 N. HUNTER ST.
466-1492

of
STOCKTON

BRAKE SPECIAL
1960-69 TOYOTA & RT43 & 52 s
Realign 4 wheels
inspect all wheel cylinders
Check all fluid levels
Road test

*4760

ALL TOYOTA DISC BRAKE CARS
Replace front pads
& rear shoes
Inspect drums, motors,
_ccdj3ers ( _& > ^heej_c^lmders_ > ^__ i _

PARTS $19.95
LABOR 20.80

•AO"

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL!

$119.95
TI Model SR-10

•' an extra-function calculator at an economical price.
0- does
square roots, squares, reciprocals-as well as additioi
subtraction, multiplication and division.
• instant 8-place accuracy, from simple arithmetic to complc
equations.

0 Fast-recharge long-life NiCad batteries. AC adapter/charger include
• Guaranteed by TI to be free from defects in parts and workmanship fi
one full year.

MHHMAX ELECTRONICS
(Calculator Specialist)
2706 Country Club Blvd.
Phone: 466-0371
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Wells Fargo has a checking plan
designed especially for students.
Ata pike designed
especially for students.
weHs Fargo B«

"O"" "'*•<>XtAamUnn,

» s t o - o o si,,; p O 0 l

For a dollar a month, you can have a student checking
account at Wells Fargo Bank. There's no minimum balance re
quired, and you can write as many checks as you want.
You'll get a statement every month. And if you decide
not to write checks over the summer, there's no monthly service
charge at all. We'll still keep your account open, even if there's
no money in it, until you return to school in the Fall.
We also have a special Master Charge credit plan for stu
dents. It provides extra money when you need it—and a good way
to build credit standing.
To find out more about student banking, come in to the
Pacific Avenue Office of Wells Fargo Bank at 1906 Pacific Ave.
in Stockton.

Wels Fargo Bank.

MEMBER F.D I C
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Student Survey:

What Do You Do For Kicks? I «>lavanis calendar
Considering the widely
varying interests and back
grounds of the U.O.P. student
community, it is interesting to
see how they occupy them
selves in search of pleasure.
The following answers are
responses to the question:
"What do you do for kicks at
U.O.P.?" They were collected
from a representative sampl
ing of students for this en
lightening survey.

PHOTO
NOT AVAILABLE
Kent Marlland, C.O.P.
Freshman: "I wanted to play
La Crosse but there's no team.
Besides that, listen to music,
go to parties, if I'm invited not a whole hell of a lot "

Tonight
8 p.m. ASUOP-sponsored Pizza Feed. Anderson Dining Hall.
8 p.m. John Mayall at Winterland.
8:30 p.m. The Fantasticks-mu'sical. Stockton Civic Theatre.
6:30 and 9 p.m. The African Queen- film. FREE. Anderson Lecture Hall.

Tomorrow
8 p.m. John Mayall at Winterland.
8:30 p.m. The Fantasticks-musical. Stockton Civic Theatre.
6:30 and 9 p.m. The African Queen. FREE. Anderson Lecture Hall.

Sunday, September 23
6:30 and 9 p.m. The African Queen. FREE. Anderson Lecture Hall.

Tuesday, September 25
Peggy
Fox, C.O.P.
Senior: "1 go to parties, wave
to Dave McElhinney, dodge
cameras, cut classes, go to the
End Zone, watch the people,
and try to cope with the
baloney from U.O.P."

8 p.m. Forum on National Priorities, speaker Cecil Williams. Raymond
Great Hall.
8:15 p.m. Rex Cooper, pianist. Resident Artist. Conservatory.
7:30 p.m. Allman Brothers Band at the Oakland Coliseum.

Wednesday, September 26
10-10:45 a.m. Raymond College Coffee Hour, Common Room.
8:15 p.m. Joyce Knoll, cellist, and Constance Neville Gale, pianist.
Visiting artists. Conservatory.

Thursday, September 27
Diane
Konig, C.O.P. .
Sophomore: "I go to bars,
party, flirt, get rowdy, go bike
riding, go to the Holiday Inn,
Pig Out late at night, scheme
and weasel around with a lot of
studying, wait for spring and
tubing."

Sylvia Palmer, C.O.P.
Sophomore: "Watch TV, talk
about guys, swim, wear my
Pacific sweatshirt that says
'Pacific.' "

8 p.m. The Fantasticks-musical. Stockton Civic Theatre.
8 p.m. Bette Midler at Berkely Community Theatre.

Saturday, September 29
ASUOP Travel Service to Renaissance Faire.

Now through October I
Art Exhibit - Burns Tower. UOP Art professors Reynolds and Walker
exhibit their work.

Tuesday nights

©
u>
er
y

Folk dancing 7-9 p.m. at Anderspn Dining Hall. For information, call
John Patterson, 465-3044.

Tommie Chavies, Ray
mond Sophomore: ; "I like
to socialize somewhat, I was a
member of the track team, but
they cut that out. 1 practice
my karate and play chess.
Sometimes I invite somebody
over to listen to music. I like to
go one on one, mo and
someone else.

tn
e

Anderson Student Center
construction worker: "Oh,
lunch is nice; watching all the
pretty girls, but the real kicks
don't'start until I get off! "

Wednesday nights
Beginning September 26, UOP Bridge Club will meet at 7 p.m. at
Anderson Y for lessons and games.

The Past Is Present
At The Renaissance Fair

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllli

We're having a getacquainted Bar-B-Q. Come by
and see us. Have a coke and
hot dog on us. Meet some new
people, play ping pong, and
i n m i l i m i m i i i i M i m i i i i get acquainted with the social
activities we have going.
Counseling available at
DATE: Sunday. Sept. 30
Anderson Y - pregnancy,
TIME: 2 - 5 p.m.
draft, personal problems.
PLACE: NEWMAN HOUSE Confidential and free.
4101 Manchester Avenue, on
the corner across from the
Health Center.
SUPEPSCOPE
Illllllllllllllllllllllllllli
You never heard .t so good »

The Renaissance Fair, an
adventure into the past, is
Kimberly Burris, C.O.P. within reach of all U.O.P.
Sophomore: "During the day students due to the efforts of
I go to the pool. I like to go to the
A.S.U.O.P.
Travel
fraternity parties, or take off Service. The one day outing
and go to Tahoe, Carmel, or will take place Saturday,
San Francisco.
Nothing September 29.
specific, really, just play
Visitors are encouraged to
around."
wear costumes appropriate to
the time period. The fair
includes a variety of booths
where authentic Renaissance
food and drink may be
procured, and also features
shows and other enter
tainment.
Cost of the day trip will be
approximately $6.50. This in

cludes transportation by bus
and the entrance fee to the
lair. The Travel Service has
obtained a student discount
rate which enables them to
oiler the outing at this reduced
fee.
Students should sign up in
the A.S.U.O.P. office as soon
as possible. Eat, drink, and be
merry. .

WE NOW RENT

P.A. Systems, Amplifiers
Electric Guitars and Basses
Drum Sets, Pianos, Microphones
Sony Model TC-66
AC/DC Personal Portable
Caste tte-Corder®

wl«i Built-in

Condtnsar Microphone
and Automatic Shut-Oft

The TC-66, Sony's lowest-priced Cassette-Corder,® is perfect tor budgetminded students and housewives for
personal correspondence, or lust for
fun.

*69.95
61 30 Pacific Ave.
477-0082
" Marengo Center

itife HUXMIOM
7555 Pacific Ave.

BY THE DAY,WEEK, OR MONTH

Come in now or call for information
Phon* 466-4388

OPEN WEEKNITES til 9 p.m.

AAlRAObE

©000©
2363 Pacific Ave.

Corner of Caitle

478-9913

In the Oakridge Center

A

MELLOW

LOUNGE FEATURING HAND

MADE DRINKS: AN ARCADE OF GAMES
A SOUND LOUNGE FEATURING MCINTIOSH
& BOSE STEREO COMPONENTS, FREE
POPCORN, FANTASTIC STEAMED HOT DOGS,
POOL & DART TOURNAMENTS. DRAFT BEER
TURTLERACES WEEKLY.

TWO DRINKS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
WITH THIS AD

Successful Season For Fallon Flouse
By ELLEN POWELL

Actors and actresses from
U.O.P. included Dan Alex
ander, Alison Barnwell, Doug
Brennan, Dave Cassel, Alex
Citron,
Roxann
Davis,
Michael Healy.Tamsen Nash,
Kathy Rainey, and Mimi
Raveti. Membership in the
company was not limited to
U.O.P. students and some
actors came from places as
far away as Colorado, Utah,
and even New Zealand.

"The training received possible," Stetson explained.
was
invaluable,"
stated
The Fallon House Theatre
Company
Manager,
Bob has been the home of U.O.P. s
Stetson. Besides acting, the summer repertory theatre
students assisted in set and company for the past twentycostume construction. Drops, three years, bringing comedy
lights and sound. "No one did and drama to the hills of the
the same job twice, if Mother Lode country.

The Cinema Theatre is
presenting another week of
the reissue of
Franco
Zefferelli's
"Romeo
and
Juliet". Originally passed off
by the critics, its popular
success persuaded them of it's
values.

The Bijou has come up with
another fine double bill. While
Roger Moore is tolerable, Ann
Seymour is unobjectionable
and David Hedison is nonexistant, "Live and Let Die"
has a chase sequence that is
worth the price of admission.

Actors warm-up for^The Secret Life of Walter Mitty. *

do it in the dark

Visually rich and flawlessly
designed,
Zefferelli
paid
conscientious attention to de
tail.
The
focus
of
Shakespeare's masterpiece is
altered slightly to spotlight the
lovers and their environment.
Full of enough sentimentality
to spoil most any film,
Zefferelli sends you out of the
theatre sobbing, when any
other director would have
incuded laughter.
BROADWAY ROMANTIC
COMEDY, "40 Carats" is
designed for those of you who
cried for Eddie Albert in
"Butterflies Are Free". This
time Liv Ullman plays an
older woman, and he, the
young man in love with that
older
woman
(at
the
Sherwood).

the records everyone must
have to be virile. A classic
klutz, Woody brings the
saddest laughs in town.

Excellent photography, a co
herent screen-play, and a
faultless
supporting cast
make this the film to see this
While it has the best chase, it week.
also has the worst screen
play. But see it. Especially^ SHORT
SUBJECT....a
it is being shown with "Play It symbolic evidence of the state
Again, Sam".
of film today "Enter The
Dragon" (Kung-Fu) replaced
"Play It Again, Sam" is slick "The Emigrants" (artsy) at
and concise, well-paced and the Village...."American
just plain funny. Woody Allen Graffitti" is at SF's Cinema
JESUS
CHRIST
has been playing the ultimate 21....
loser for years. Now heis real, SUPERSTAR is coming to the
spraying too much cologne, Sherwood....LAST TANGO IN
decorating his coffee tables PARIS is starting tonight at
with unread "in" books and the Stockton.

D
©
smm?
A
321 VQKUT AVE. 477-93*5
A FRANKOVICH PRODUCTION

Carats

Gene Kelly
Blnnie Barnes
Liv Ullmann

Edward Albert
JPQJ FTUWM &UIMN«MG«STID •££» j

OPEN 7 p.m.
PG

teamed inj

FAYE DUNAWAY
JOHN MILLS
JACK PALANCE

I D "OKLAHOMA CRUDE"

'N—*

STEVE MCQUEEN

f&lo

"THE REIVERS"

9:35

shorts

Can you do without sex?
The women in the Greek
comedy, Lysistrata, find they
can, but their men can't. They
soon discover that "you can't
live with women, but you can't
live without them."
Lysistrata is the first pre
sentation of the University's
drama department's 1973-74
season, opening October H
and running Fridays and
Saturdays through October 27.
It is an anti-war satire by
Freshihan Camp - a
Aristophanes, an outstanding
day
ajf'Mieke Grove, Sat.,
playwright of his time. The
play is directed by Darrel Per- " Sept. 22. Leave from Ander
son Y at" noon. Anyone
sels, who has wanted to do
wanting to ride bikes, meet
Lysistrata for some time.
at
11:00. $1.00 or Univ. meal
Heading
the
nineteenticket for Sat. lunch. Please
member cast is Melinda Rosmake reservations at the Y,
selli in the title role.
so we know how much food
You may think that be
to buy. 466-1496.
cause this play was jyritten
thousands of years ago, it isn't
Off-campus weekends relevent today. Not so. This is
one weekend a month avail
probably the first play written
able at. Columbia State
about Women's Lib, and what
Park.
See Anderson Yfor
could be more revelent in
arrangements.
today's world than sex?
In presenting this Greek
Music Union has P.A.
comedy, the drama- depart
and
amp equipment for
ment is offering the student
yet another opportunity to ex loan to UOP students. Also
a room for jamming.
perience different types of
Please
give 24 hour notice
drama first hand. In the past
at
Anderson
Y.
few years, Pacific has given
Pacific Crew Club:
everything from Restoration
sign-up for team at Ander
to Rock. Now it's time to give
son
Y.
Greece a chance.

J$stcJZmgpinSpaiis
is a genuine masterpiece of
staggering proportions."

—Edward Behr, Newsweek

J^stcJSn^p in/panis

was presented for the first time
October 14,1972; that date should
become a landmark in movie history.
A film that has made the strongest
impression on me in almost twenty
years of reviewing."
—Pauline Kael, New Yorker

J$st<J£ngp inSpafis

is not a 'dirty' movie. The film is stark,
sensitive and completely shattering
in its intensity. Yes, by all means, see
'Last Tango'."
—Aaron Schindler, Family Circle

|Stockton1

IN COLOR
7:30 11:70

Greek Comedy
Opens
Drama Season

Tickets for the TOWER
OF POWER concert, the
school year's first major
musical event, are now on
sale.
Stbckton
Civic
Audi
torium will house the event, on
September
30th,
co-spon«*-sorecTby ASUOP and FM proactions. The supporting act,
SILVESTER 4^JD HIS HOT
BAND, is a glittdr group from
San Francisco.
Tickts for ASUOP stu
dents are .$3.50, in advance.
They are ' available at the
ASUOP Record Store or at any
Ticketron outlet.

Eight thousand six hun
dred and eighty-four patrons
helped to make this summer's
season at Fallon House
Theatre even more successful
than last. The repertoire of
The Secret Life of Walter
Mitty, Plaza Suite, There's A
Girl in My Soup, The Front
Page, and Night Watch played
to houses averaging seventy
percent full and kept Fallon
House's finances in the black.

GEORGE C. SCOTT

rage mne

The Pacifican
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OOCi

DIAL 4-M-O-V-l-E-S
157 West Adams Behind Baskin—
Robbins on Pacific Ave.'s Miracle Mile

"Good,
lively
entertainment!
FIRST RUN
STARTS
FRIDAY)

[$stcJ8ngp in/pads

is not prurient. Rather, it uses sex to
study human pain, failure, loneliness,
despair and at moments even love."
—Ethel Whilehorn, PTA Magazine

—WILLIAM WOLF. Cue

7 OPEN

The Award]
Winning]
Musical f
IsOni

7p.m.
PG

IN THE TRADITION OF
"SHANE AND HIGH NOON",,,,

GLENN FORO

"SANTEE"

i'%

NITE OF DARK. SHAD

' tr.r.

IN COLOR)

(Once at 8:45)
-plueALi McGRAW

RYAN O'NEAL

AA*

The Screen!I

"LOVE
STORY"
(Once ot 7:00)

S4R8AIN MATINEE! SUNDAY!
<Me«*ee t%Qt
"Love Story" —1:00 Only

A
STARTS TONiTE!
STOCKTON THEATRE
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Tigers Annihilate Texas

Pacific Sports

The UOP football team
recorded it's second win of the
season last Saturday
y
defeating the University of
Texas at El Paso. The Tigers
notched their second straight

rotifu.

.1 Wyoming, .. Lnrnmie, Wym Snumto
12:30 (PDT) KJOY 1280. John Rasbach and Rick Ka

win in the Sun Bowl, by a score

action.
WPvs. Chico State, Pacific Memorial Stadium. Saturday, September
22 8:00 p.m. Students free.
UOP vs. Hayward State, Pacific Memorial Stadium. Tuesday,
September 25, 8:00 p.m. Students free.
^oTvs^an Francisco State, Kjeldsen Memorial Pool. UOP.
Wednesday, September 26. 3:30 p.m.

of 34-9.
This was El Paso ssecond
loss of the season and their
third loss to the Tigers. The
series between the two schools
stands at 3-2 in favor of UOP.
SLOW START
The first half showed very
little of the depth of the Tigei
i

W •

1
u

offense. The Tigers only score
in the first half came on a
Bruce Keplinger aerial to
wide
receiver,
Steve
Eyherbides. John Rodriqez
added the extra point for
Pacific
U.T.E.P. scored all of it s
9 points in the first half, with
field goal specialist, Bronco
Belichesky, hitting the three
pointers from 52, ,26, and 33
yards respectively.
Nine points were all the
stingy Tiger defense would
allow. Keeping the slate clean
regarding touchdowns scored
against them.
The defense field the
Miners to 135 yards passing
and only 97 yards rushing,
while the Pacific offense
threw for four touchdowns and
ran for another. Pacific rolled
up a total of 433 yards, 192
from passing, and 241 from
rushing.
Bruce Keplinger con
nected on three passes foi

three touchdowns, with Steve
Eyerbides, Dave McElhinney, and John Taylor
catching touchdown passes
for 22, 32 and 10 yards res-

PeCJumor
quarterback,
Carlos Brown, added a touch
down pass, hitting Rob
Mottram with a perfect 34
yard toss. Brown also carried
the ball twice for 27 yards.
Junior tailback, Willard
Harrel, shocked the 13,670
fans with the opening kickoff
of the second half. Harrel.
sprinted 100 yards for a
touchdown and a school
record.
Harrel gained 74
yards rushing to lead the team '
in that department. He was
also named P.C.A.A. Playerof
the Week.
The team will travel to
Wyoming tomorrow to meet
the Cowboys in Laramie. It
will be the first meeting of the;
two teams, with Pacific
favored to win.

Soccer Faces Chico
Tomorrow Night

Pacific's Gordy Smith makes the save as Coach Connor Sutton calls instructions

[Bourbon Street!i
i
Liquors
!
LIQUORS
WINES
MIXES
KEG BEER

village sports

t

299 LINCOLN CENTER

games, depending mainly on a
fast break offense led by some
of the fastest swimmers in
the PCAA.
"We want a pressing
defense to allow for better fast
break scoring position and
we're working on a better
overall team offense," Sutton
commented.
Last Tuesday's clash
against Modesto J..C. was
regarded largely as a chance
for the team to keep in good
playing
condition
during
UOP's "dry spell" of games.

FAMILY BOOK
STORE

SKI PACKAGE
Sprint skis
Marker bindings
Tomic poles
reg. 1137.
NOW $89.

the U.O.P. attack and Coach
Jim Santomier's team was
overtaken in the last few
minutes of the game.
Starters for the first
games were: Carlos Mazal,
Roberto Ishinara, Juan Luna,
Doug Kirk, Ed Araya, Bill
Bertrando, Jorge Valencia,
Fabian Lopez, Jose Rodri
guez Mac Couto and Ignation
Ortiz.
Other
members
include: John Reinhardt,
Amir A1 Muhanna, A1 Juarez,
Luis Moreno, Oscar Zayas,
Naun Claros, John Mangini,
Sal Ali. and Jay Negus.

UOP Dunks Chico

Equipped with what he
• calls "by far the best team "he
I has coached, Connor Sutton is
• looking forward to sending his
A water polo Tigers against San
{Francisco State here next
! ICE
* Wednesday.
UOP trounced Hayward
j3826 WEST LANE 464-3886' State and Chico State 12-6 and
2-3 j^je^ively in early_

J
S
S
*

The Tiger soccer team
will meet with Chico State 8
p.m. tomorrow night at the
Pacific Memorial Stadium.
In playing U. C. Davis last
Tuesday night, U. O. P. hoped
to better their record of two
losses without a win after
falling to Fresno State 3-2 and
the West Valley Vikings by the
same score.
Fresno jumped to an early
lead in the game against
U.O.P., but the Tigers did
provide a lot of competition
for West Valley. The West
Valley goalie, however, stifled

The "Old Pre" so*:

Headquarters For:

Spalding Chaparls
Marker bindings
Scott poles
reg. #176.
NOW $136.
(2 yr. gar.)

CAMPUS CRUSADE

AMAMU JMU uAMi InAlMkM

•pwiQW •• Owafy Nji yw IWIQ

NAVIGATORS
INTER-VARSITY
PUBLICATIONS

PHONE 478-5615

<C»o Do*" Pacifir lo Lincoln Shopping Craier,
We're across from The Big Slide.)

Pacific's Roberto Ishihara falls and is surrounded by three
West Valley College players in a recent game. Pacific lost 4-3.

mm

Weberstown Mall
open week nights until 9

I

CUSTOM STKIMOJMO hy • pro wftti U
k 1 DAT wwh». tar ad m

We have the "Whole Thing" in tenni

he Tennis Shep

TMUwdal
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Hoopsters Return From Australia

8MH
UOP Head Coach, Chester Caddas, •'Talks" with Jackie
Diggs during a recent practice.

Tiger Coach Caddas
II the reader will pardon
the ambiguity
of
the
statement, Head Football
Coach, Chester Caddis, is an
outstanding figure on campus.
Not only is he outstanding for
his many athletic achieve
ments, but also for his
total outlook on college life.
Coach Caddis says, "Football
is an integral part of college
life. However, I would not be
embittered if the football pro
gram at Pacific weredropped.
It would only forfeit the
opportunity for students and
atheletes alike to participate
in the excitement of inter
collegiate sports."
Coach Caddis has had an
estensive
background
in
football as well as education.
He played varsity football
while attending Murray State
in Texas, and earned starting
honors as a senior. After
receiving a Bachelor of
Science degree from Murray
State, Caddis went on to
achieve a Master's degree in
physical education and safety
at the University of Indiana.
He then started his coaching

i

career at various high schools
throughout the eastern states,
re
gaining considerable
cognition along the way. In
1965 and 1966 Caddis served as
an assistant coach at
Vanderbilt University. At the
end of the two year stint, he
moved his family out west to
California to take a job as
assistant before being named
head mentor just before the
1972 season.
During the '72 season,
Caddis led the Tigers to an 8-3
season while achieving
Northern California Coach of
the Year honors.
In reference to the coming
season, Coach Caddis says,
"By the end of the season we
should be an extremely good
football team. We have good
athletes, but lack experience
in key positions."
Coach Caddis's opinion of
his team is not shared by
many of the coaches in the
P.C.A.A., who pick the Tigers
as the champions of the con
ference. But whoever heard of
an optimistic coach?

U.O.P.'s basketball trip to the
continent of Australia was a
success in more ways than
one.
Stan Morrison's travelweary squad, after playing 18
games in 25 days, brought a
more-than-pleasing 15 - 3
record back to Stockton July
31.
But, the Tigers also
returned with plenty of
valuable experience.
"It was a very exhausting
experience to be sure," says
Morrison. "We had to drive
hundreds of miles almost
every day and it was the
middle of the winter down
there.
But it was a
tremendous experience for us.
We were very impressed with
the hospitality and generosity
of the Australian people."
Morrison took advantage
of the summer exhibitions to
install his new 1-3-1 offense,
which was developed to take
better advantage of the
Tiger's personnel. The new
system worked so well that
U.O.P.'s three losses all came
by only one point. What's
more, the Tiger's held their
Australian opposition to just
67.5 points a game while
breaking the 100-point barrier
seven times and finishing in
the high 90's on four other
occasions.
"Many of the games we
played were justexhibitons, "
says Morrison.
"But the
others were tough, knockdown-drag-out-battles against
teams made up of Australian
olympic-caliber
players.
Most of these guys were older
and more experienced than
us. That, coupled with the
disadvantage of having to play
on the road, added to the
competitive element.

Separate d Liquors
LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
Party Supplies - Groceries •
Keg Beer - Free Delivery
125 E. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON, CALIF.

PHONE 478-3275

...lose weight
...its working!
our figures prove it!
>
*

Our exclusive program of
medically supervised injections,
2 nutritious daily meals from
Webb's (optional), plus weekly
body wraps, is the quickest,-^
easiest way we know to get dr
your weight problem under
control. Call today!

f

478-5000

The
improvement
Morrison was speaking of can
best be characterized by the
fact that U.O.P. defeated a
team of Sydney All-Stars by
nine points (81 - 72) on the
second day of the tour and then

bumped off the same team by
31 (101 - 70) on the last day of
the trip.
In between, the
Tigers avenged one of their
losses (92 - 91) to St. Kilda of
Melbourne by thumping that
team 8383-66 in their next-tolast-game.

McGeorge Introduces
3 Year Law Program
According to Dr. Wallace
Caldwell, head of the Pre-Law
Department, the program will
be piloted next year with a
selected group of 6 to 10
qualified seniors. At the end of
the year the program will be
evaluated and presumably
accepted as another option for
UOP Pre-Law students.
Upon approval, UOP's
Pre-Law Drogram will offer
an interesting option. A PreLaw mr:or may enter
McGeorge Law School for
his/her senior year, and
obtain a BA degree upon
completion of the first year of
law school. By shortening
schooling from 7 to 6 years, the
program offers the law stu
dent a savings of about $5,000.

A re-arranging of PreLaw requirements makes the
3-year option possible. The
students must meet the
university's
basic
BA
requirements in three years,
but the major requirements in
Political Science are relaxed.
After the year at McGeorge,
the student's transcript is
returned to UOP where it is
reviewed. Certain courses are
accepted as political science
credits, and the rest are
accepted as electives. Thus
the student meets the re
quirements for, and receives
his/her bachelor's degree in,
political science while getting
a jump ahead in law school.

oo©

LOW RATES
will apply
on purchase]
SMITH-COKONA
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Electric Typewriter*

*10

monthly

Manuel Typewriters

Student Special

3 months for $15

t30 norm Caiilnrnl».«85-5»8t

-NEWSPECIAL STUDENT
AUTO INSURANCE
PROGRAM
On January 1, 1973, a decision was made to offer members
of California Colleges and Universities a Special Student
Automobile Insurance Policy. We've worked with the Auto
Insurance Industry for over 5 years to prove that the college
student is NOT a bad risk. Only Associated Student members
are offered substantial savings through this program.
We discount premiums if you have been claim free for the
past 12 months • Additional discounts, for good students •
10% annual discount for no losses • Discounts for more
than 1 car • New low rates for married males and single
females • Broad coverage type policy • Local and nation
wide claim service • Choice of easy payments • Policy may
De continued after graduation.
Don t wait—Come in or call now for a personal quotation
on your auto insuran
For ^^re Information Check in the ASUOP Office.

0UTCHER INSURANCE
1035 WEST ROBINHOOD DRIVE - SUITE 2C
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95207

FREE
CONSULTATION
WITH NO
OBLIGATION!

zy\fayfair

Professional Building

8 W. Swain Road, Stockton

478-2450
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Saturday, Sept. 22
Lunch
Melon Wedge
Ham-Fried Eggs
Cheese on Muffin
Hash Browns
Dinner
Enchiladas
Beef Stroganoff
Btr. Noodles
Broccoli Spears
Pizza-Ricotta
Sunday, Sfcpt. 23
Brunch
Blueberry Pancakes
Sausage Links
Scrambled Eggs
Date-Orange
Coffee Cake
Dinner
Fresh Veg. Tray
Roast Beef with
Yorkshire Pudding
Straw. Shortcake

Monday, Sept. 24
Lunch
Canadian Cheese
Burritos
Chix Noodle Cass.
Spinach
Meat Plate #9
Dinner
Pork Chops
Ravioli
Sweet Potatoes
Cauliflower/Peas
Sunburst Fruit Salad
Tuesday, Sept. 25
Lunch
Minestrone
Hot Ham Sand/Bun
Cheese Souffle
Brussel Sprouts
Fruit Plate #3
Dinner
Scallopini of Veal
Cheddar Chix Cass.
Garden Peas
Waldorf Salad
Carrot Cake

S®

Wednesday, Sept. 26
Lunch
Cream of Spinach
British Burger
Company Cr. Tuna
Poultry Plate #1
Orange Ginger Whip
Walnut Cookie
Dinner
Corned Beef
Battered Fish
Parsely Btr. Pot.
Ice Cream Sundae
Thursday, Sept. 27
Lunch
Chix Noodles
Ham Salad/Wheatberry
Chili con Carni
Whole Kernel Corn
Fruit Plate /I
Dinner
Chicken Cutlet
Sniced Meatloaf/Egg Sauce
French Cut Bean
P.A.Date/Marshmellow
German Choc. Cake

classifieds
A Marine Corps Officer Selec
tion Team will be on campus
the 25th and 25th of Sept. in
front of the End Zone.
Please call me if you
have a cheap bike for sale. 4629584.
F O R SALE: Violin made by
hand; beautiful tone. Call 477Wanted:

For Sale: Zenith solid-state
portable Hi-Fi. In excellent
condition. $15. Call 478-6282.
For Sale: Extra long hospital
bed with washable mattress,
bedside commode, and over
the bed table. All pieces lor
only $75. Call «MM«.
evenings and weekends.
For Sale: 10 speed bike in good
condition. Must sell. Best offer.
Call 946-2509.

Big Savings: Visit your local
ASUOP Travel Service. Get
away to almost anywhere at
big savings. Mon-Fri. 12-2 at
ASUOP office.
Expert Typing:
Disserta
tions, theses, term papers, etc.
done professionally by Gene
vieve Macias. Hours: 6 p.m.
thru 10 p.m. Call 478-0354.
Winter in Mexico: Study a
Writer's Mexico. Call Jim
Shebl at 946-2553, Knowles
Hall.
For Sale: Miide electronic
calculator. Excellent quality,
like new condition. $170 new,
will sell for $75. Call 477-7957.
V.W. Service: Service done
here on campus for less $.
Tune-ups, valve adjustments,
and brakes. Contact Jeff Stagg
at 478-2817 or 462-9405.

There you are, a $9.95 bill
and $1.38 in your pocket. The
merchant eyes you suspiciously:
uh-oh, another no-cash kid.
You smile to yourself as you
whip out a Bank of America
College Plan check (only $1 a
month, the summer is free, and
all the checks you can write!).
He hesitates, he still doesn't
know you. So you reach in your
pocket and pull out your ace—
your BankAmericard®
The merchant relaxes,
Thank you sir, come again.
Your credit's established,
thanks to BankAmericard and
College Plan Checkingswelcome company just about
everywhere. And they're just two
of the six College Plan services
available to students.

Be known
by the company
you keep.
BANKOF AMERICA

m

College Ran Available Only At:
Pacific-Harding Office, 1661 Pacific Ave.
Paula Britton, Student Relations Representative

BANK OF AMERICA NT4SA • MEMBER

FDIC

